


































C1J，自由に使える金額に占める化粧品費の割合と正の相関，さらに MC1は E1J と正の相関が認められた。
中国では MC1が C1C，C2C，E1C，E2C，自由に使える金額に占める化粧品費の割合と正の相関，MC2が
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**p ＜.01，*p ＜.05，†p ＜.10
－ 21 －
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**p ＜.01，*p ＜.05，†p ＜.10
－ 22 －
日中男子大学生の化粧意識
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Makeup consciousness of Japanese and Chinese male undergraduate stu-
dents: Influences of cultural and economic factors
Xiaoqiang Sun (Graduate School of Psychology, Kurume University)
TSuneo KiTo (Department of Psychology, Faculty of Literature, Kurume University)
Abstract
In this study, we investigated the relationship between makeup consciousness and cultural and economic factors related to 
makeup consciousness in male undergraduate students in Japan and China. Participants were 134 Japanese male students 
and 120 Chinese male students. Participants answered questions about makeup consciousness “improvement of attractive-
ness / uplifting mood (MC1), necessities / grooming (MC2), anxiety about negative effects of makeup (MC3) “, cultural and 
economic factors related to makeup, and individual household budget about makeup. As the results, Chinese students were 
more conscious of makeup as the necessities and grooming than Japanese students, and were less anxious about the nega-
tive effects of makeup. We conducted factor analyses of cultural and economic factors and investigated the respective factor 
structures in Japan and China. Regarding cultural factors, three factors “social affirmation in the social aspect (C1J)”, “affir-
mation in the cultural aspect (C2J)”, and “denial of makeup (C3J)” in Japan and two factors “affirmation of makeup (C1C)” 
and “denial of makeup (C2C)” in China were extracted. Regarding economic factors, two factors “cosmetics price and lack 
of economic margin (E1J)”, “economic margin (E2J)”, in Japan and two factors “cosmetics price and economic margin 
(E1C)” and “economic awareness (E2C)” in China were extracted. Furthermore, we examined the relationship between 
makeup consciousness and cultural and economic factors. In Japan, MC1 and MC2 were positively correlated with C1J, and 
the ratio of cosmetics costs to the amount of money that could be freely used, and MC1 was positively correlated with E1J. 
In China, MC1 was positively correlated with C1C, C2C, E1C, E2C, and the ratio of cosmetics costs to the amount of money 
that could be freely used, MC2 was negatively correlated with C1C and E2C, and MC3 was positively correlated with C1C, 
E1C, and E2C. These results showed that cultural and economic factors influence the makeup consciousness of Japanese 
and Chinese male undergraduate students.
Keywords: makeup consciousness, male undergraduate students, cultural factors, economic factors, international com-
parison between Japan and China.
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